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By state law, the council was re-
quired to keep public hearings, picking someone to fill the vacancy within 30 days. They said they were

The selection disagreed some-
in the audience, many of whom were appli-
cants or supporters of Kohler, who had received.

Almquist said. “He worked over

His example of hard work

Andrew D. Hunt

Beverly Jean

Andrew D. Hunt age 84

Diane Adams, a former legislative

It is oppressive to live in the City

Reading
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that positive interaction of being able to read

the one of which was to help students

Diane Adams, a former legislative

Reading with an adult is

and serving.” Layton said. “Once they got

Reading with an adult is powerful and fun, but there’s

Wife Zenetta; children,

He worked over

NADINE HANCEY

Santa Clara Elementary principal

“Reading with an adult is powerful
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agreement after their attorneys asked the
council to set the meeting for Tuesday after

Marilyn D. Hunt, age 84, passed peacefully in Ivins,
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